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Report of the Committee on

Fire Reporting

Linda E. Smith, Chair
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, DC  [C]

Lawrence Brown, National Association of Home Builders, MD  [C]
Delvin R. Bunton, USDA Forest Service, WA  [E]
Dal L. Howard,  Valencia, CA  [SE]
David J. Icove, Tennessee Valley Authority, TN  [U]
  Rep. TC on Fire Investigations
Lawrence J. Krokes, Los Angeles City Fire Department, CA  [U]
Marion A. Long, Department of Fire Programs, Richmond, VA  [IM]
  Rep. National Fire Information Council
William D. Morrison,  Dallas Fire Department, TX  [IM]
  Rep. National Fire Information Council
Mary Prencipe, Ontario Office of the Fire Marshal, ON, Canada  [E]
Roger Rogers, Office of the State Fire Marshal, OR  [E]
Philip S. Schaenman, TriData Corp., VA  [C]
Stanford D. Stewart, Federal Emergency Management Agency, MD  [C]
Peter Tom,  Emergency Management Solutions, Inc., NJ  [M]
Rexford Wilson, FIRECOM Institute Limited, SC  [SE]

Alternates

Kenneth A. Ford, National Association of Home Builders, DC  [U]
  (Alt. to L. Brown)
John R. McIntire, Los Angeles County Fire Department, CA  [IM]
  (Alt. to W. D. Morrison)
Michael G. Meyer, Emergency Management Solutions, Inc., NJ  [M]
  (Alt. to P. Tom)

Staff Liaison:  Carl E. Peterson

  Committee Scope: This Committee shall have primary
responsibility for documents on standard methods of compiling
fire experience data by the fire service. The main purposes of this
Committee are to develop standard occupancy and cause
classification for use by cities and states in the reporting of fires, to
suggest other useful information that needs to be collected, and to
develop standard forms for these purposes.

  This list represents the membership at the time the Committee was
balloted on the text of this edition.  Since that time, changes in the
membership may have occurred.  A key to classifications is found at the
front of this book.

  The Technical Committee on Fire Reporting is presenting three
Reports for adoption, as follows:

  Report I:  The Technical Committee proposes for adoption the
withdrawal of NFPA 902, Fire Reporting Field Incident Guide, 1997
edition.  NFPA 902-1997 is published in Volume 12 of the 2000
National Fire Codes and in separate pamphlet form.

  NFPA 902 has been submitted to letter ballot of the Technical
Committee on Fire Reporting, which consists of 14 voting
members; of whom 10 voted affirmatively and 4 ballots were not
returned (Bunton, Schaenman, Stewart, and Wilson.)

  Report II:  The Technical Committee proposes for adoption the
withdrawal of NFPA 903, Fire Reporting Property Survey Guide ,
1996 edition.  NFPA 903-1996 is published in Volume 12 of the
2000 National Fire Codes and in separate pamphlet form.

  NFPA 903 has been submitted to letter ballot of the Technical
Committee on Fire Reporting, which consists of 14 voting
members; of whom 10 voted affirmatively and 4 ballots were not
returned (Bunton, Schaenman, Stewart, and Wilson.)

  Report III:  The Technical Committee proposes for adoption the
withdrawal of NFPA 904, Incident Follow-up Report Guide , 1996
edition.  NFPA 904 is published in Volume 12 of the 2000 National
Fire Codes and in separate pamphlet form.

  NFPA 904 has been submitted to letter ballot of the Technical
Committee on Fire Reporting, which consists of 14 voting
members; of whom 10 voted affirmatively and 4 ballots were not
returned (Bunton, Schaenman, Stewart, and Wilson.)
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NFPA 902

(Log #1)
902- 1 - (Entire Document):  Reject
SUBMITTER:  Gary S. Auffart , Rep. Cincinnati Fire Division
RECOMMENDATION:  On the Basic Incident Report (Form F),
add 2 additional lines after line I to be designated as lines CO A
and CO B.  Box these lines at the right of the form with
instructions that read:  “CO Runs”

  Line CO A would have 4 boxes for collecting the data elements
CO Detector Performance, CO Detector Type, CO Source, and
CO Reading.
 Line CO B would have 3 boxes for collection the data elements
CO Detector Brand, CO Detector Model, and CO Detector Serial
No.
  Add classification 92, Carbon monoxide incident, to the
classifications available for Type of Situation Found (Line E).
  Add the following data elements and classifications to support the
collection of the data on new lines CO A.
  CO Detector performance
  1.  No detector present
  2.  Detector activated
  3.  Detector did not activate
  4.  Detector in pre alarm (warning mode)
  5.  Detector malfunction
  6.  Performance of CO detector not classified above
  7.  Performance of CO detector undetermined or not reported
  8.  N/A
  CO Detector Type
  1.  Biomimimetic
  2.  Semiconductor
  3.  Combination
  4.  Other
  5.  N/A
  CO Source
  1.  Vent/Flue
  2.  Chimney
  3.  Water Heater
  4.  Furnace
  5.  Boiler
  6.  Gas Grill
  7.  Charcoal Grill
  8.  Cooking Stove
  9.  Oven
  10.  Vehicle
  11.  Fireplace
  12.  Space Heater
  13.  Refrigerator
  14.  Other Source Not Classified Above
  15.  Not Applicable
  CO Readings (parts per million)
  Readings before ventilation
  1.  0 ppm
  2.  1-9 ppm
  3.  10-35 ppm
  4.  36-50  ppm
  5.  51-100 ppm
  6.  over 100 ppm
  7.  reading not available
  Readings after ventilation
  8.  0 ppm
  9.  1-9 ppm
  10.  10-35 ppm
  11.  36-50 ppm
  12.  51-100 ppm
  13.  over 100 ppm
  14.  reading not available
  On the Basic Casualty Report (Form G),  add a new block under
section COMPLETE ON ALL CASUALTIES to collect the
“Location of incident”
  Add a text line “GH through GO not required for carbon
monoxide incidents.

  Add classification 9A, Carbon monoxide poisoning, to the
classifications available for Primary Apparent Symptom (Line GE).
  Add classification 68, Carbon monoxide poisoning accidental,
and classification 68A, Carbon monoxide poisoning apparent
suicide, to the classifications available for Casualty Type by
Situation Found (Line GG).
SUBSTANTIATION:  Over the last few years, there has been an
astronomical increase in the number of carbon monoxide
detectors installed in the United States.  This has caused an

alarming increase in emergency runs and problems associated with
the carbon monoxide detectors for the fire service.  Since this is
relatively new technology, very little data exists regarding fire
department response to carbon monoxide detectors and
operational deficiencies attributable to the units.  This information
will be useful in developing fire operational strategies and help
identify problematic units and or manufacturers.  Inclusion of
carbon monoxide response information on the NFPA 902 report
will help address this national problem.
COMMITTEE ACTION:  Reject.
COMMITTEE STATEMENT:  The committee is recommending
the withdrawal of NFPA 902.  See Committee Proposal 902-2 (Log
#CP1).
  The committee did consider the issue of reporting carbon
monoxide incidents when it revised NFPA 901, Standard
Classifications for Incident Reporting and Fire Protection Data.
Three classifications were added to the data element “incident
type,”  424 for an incident with carbon monoxide present, 736 for
incidents where there was a detector activation but it was due to a
system or detector malfunction, and 746 for where an alarm
activated but no carbon monoxide was found.  The committee has
also tried to generalize the classifications for data elements
reporting automatic detection issues so that  carbon monoxide
would be accommodated.
  The committee feels the other proposed classifications are too
specific for use in an all incident reporting system but lend
themselves to a special study of carbon monoxide detectors.  If the
submitter wishes to pursue the addition of these data elements to
NFPA 901, he should submit proposals to that document.

___________________
(Log #CP1)

902- 2 - (Entire Document):  Accept
SUBMITTER:  Technical Committee on Fire Reporting
RECOMMENDATION:  The Technical Committee on Fire
Reporting proposes the withdrawal of NFPA 902, Fire Reporting
Field Incident Guide, 1997 edition
SUBSTANTIATION:  NFPA 902 is being withdrawn because the
demand for paper forms to collect and store data has diminished
and has been replaced with integrated computer based data
collection systems.  In the United States, a new version of the
National Fire Incident Reporting System (NFIRS) administered by
the United States Fire Administration has recently been introduced
that gives local fire departments the ability to collect and report
data using an automated system.  Data that would be collected
using the three forms currently described in NFPA 902 are part of
the NFIRS system.  Similar data would also typically be part of a
locally developed fire department incident data base.
  The committee is beginning work on a document that describes
and shows the relationship between data elements in an
information system.  It is the intent to show examples of simple
analysis that can provide input to the management of a
community’s fire and emergency services delivery system.  The
committee feels this new document will help users determine the
data elements they need to use to capture information about the
property, incidents and activities in their communities.  NFPA 901,
Standard Classifications for Incident Reporting and Fire Protection
Data, will continue to provide a data classification structure that
can be used in local data systems whether collecting data for pre-
incident or post incident analysis.
COMMITTEE ACTION:  Accept.

___________________


